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ABSTRACT

Article History:

For the people to stay comfortable in their houses suitable environment should be provided. The
experts agree on the fact that relative humidity affects Thermal comfort and health of human beings.
Therefore there should be temperature and relative humidity control system to achieve thermal
comfort and good health for the persons inside the room, for comfortable living. Typically in India
that to in south India usually women performs all the works in the house
house-hold kitchens which are
usually filled by devices that generate a lot of heat which makes a person uncomfortable and if the
house is near a coastal region the humidity & temperature make a worst combination which drastically
effects the condition for work and as well as health.. So in this work we tried to predict the temperature
and pressure distribution in a typical house hold kitchen by taking the most important factor ca
called
Humidity into consideration which many people leave.
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INTRODUCTION
In India the climatic conditions are much diversified as like its
cultural diversity but generally it is very hot for most of the
time in the year and that the temperatures are high in south
India. And also most of the coastal area is present in south –
India where the humidity effect is very high all--round the year.
Generally
rally in summer season the humidity is high in the coastal
areas than other seasons and what we started to do is to study
temperature distribution and pressure distribution in a house
household kitchen and the house is present in a coastal area vey near
to the beach. Using this as a basic answer many studies can be
performed to effectively lower the humidity and temperatures
with a very cost effective solution because a middle class house
hold person can’t bear the burden of installing and maintenance
of climate control system or an air conditioning system.

METHODS
Generally in order to predict the distribution of the
temperatures as well as pressures we use the method called
“CFD – Computational Fluid Dynamics” which is one of the
computing method in which we generally use the technique of
*Corresponding author: Rakesh, P.
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finite volume method to predict the behavior of the fluids. Here
the theory is from the fluid mechanics which is study about
behavior of the fluids. Here in this study we considered the
t port
city of “Visakhapatnam” as the city of our choice because there
the relative humidity is high generally all
all-round the year and
especially very high during the summer and rainy seasons. We
designed our room along with all the other equipment such as a
stove, fridge or refrigerator and some furniture such as
alamaras…etc. using a very powerful modelling software
called Solid works premium and also used the same software
for the flow analysis by using the module called solid works
flow simulation. Firstt we did the flow analysis by not taking
the relative humidity into consideration and found all the
distributions of temperature, pressure and then we have taken
the relative humidity into account and did the analysis and
there was a considerable change.
Work
We have chosen Visakhapatnam as our city of choice as it is
fulfilling all the conditions we want to perform in this study
and we obtained the meteorology report from the respective
authorities of the city and we studied that usual wind ranges all
over the year and also the relative humidity levels that are
critical for our study. We found out that general wind speeds
range from 2knts – 6knts. So we made an average and we
tested the situation by taking 2knts as the lowest wind speed
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Fig.1. distribution of relative humidity values along the room (x-axis) at 2knts wind flow

.
Fig. 2. distribution of temperature values along the room (x-axis) at 2knts wind flow
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Fig.3. distribution of pressure values along the room (x-axis) at 2knts wind flow
CASE-2(4 Knots Wind Flow):

Fig.4. distribution of relative humidity values along the room (x-axis) at 4knts wind flow
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Fig.5. distribution of temperature values along the room (x-axis) at 4knts wind flow

Fig.6. distribution of pressure values along the room (x-axis) at 4knts wind flow
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CASE-3(6 Knots Wind Flow):

Fig.7. distribution of relative humidity values along the room (x-axis) at 6knts wind flow

Fig.8. distribution of temperature values along the room (x-axis) at 6knts wind flow
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Fig.9. distribution of pressure values along the room (x-axis) at 6knts wind flow

and 4knts being the average wind speed and 6knts being the
highest wind speed. We designed the furniture, a stove which is
emitting heat energy and a fridge or an refrigerator and we put
an window through which thw outside air that is carrying the
humidity as well as the temperature enters and we also have
taken a door condition through which the room temperature as
well as the room pressure comes in contact with the other
rooms and the tests were carried out at room temperature as
well as room pressure and we found out the temperature and
pressure distributions are as following which are depicted in
the graphs shown below. We did the simulations as mentioned
above for the three cases by taking normal wind flow of 2
knots which is usual and medium wind flow of 4 knots and fast
wind flow of 6 knots. The respective graphs are given below:
CASE-1(2 Knots Wind Flow):
Conclusion
The experts agree on the fact that relative humidity affects
Thermal comfort and health of human beings. Therefore there
should be temperature and relative humidity control system to
achieve thermal comfort and good health for the persons inside
the room, for comfortable living. By observing the above
graphs we can predict the distribution of the important factors
that are important for a comfortable living.
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